
Testimonials 
 
 
 
We love our cabin in Moore Bay. The setting is serene, Wolf and Eva, from whom we bought the cabin 
are simply wonderful, caring and honest people. The other cabin owners are all lovely, friendly and 
helpful. We appreciate being able to share general upkeep expenses (dock repairs, high speed internet, 
propane for on-demand water heaters etc.) with other cabin owners through the condo fee paid to the 
condominium association. It is great being on solar for our electrical needs and to have back-up 
generators. The well provides steady water supply and the lagoons are a top-notch alternative to septic 
field. The sheltered bay is wonderful for swimming – either off the swimming dock or wading in along the 
sandy, gently sloping bottom. We are biologist and truly appreciate the opportunities to observe a great 
diversity of wildlife (hummingbirds, waterfowl, eagles, turtles, the odd groundhog, fisher etc.). It is such a 
pleasure to go to a wide variety of fishing spots, watch the sunsets from our cabin or go mushroom 
picking in late summer. All the cabins are well maintained, and Eva and Wolf made sure that they are all 
tasteful and beautiful. We consider ourselves very lucky to own our cabin there and to be a part of the 
Moore Bay community.  

- Edita and Greg 

My first visit to Moore Bay was in since 2007 and I immediately fell in love with this amazing location, 
making annual trips ever since then. The fishing is simply outstanding, the accommodations excellent and 
the spectacular west-facing decks of the cabins allow for gorgeous sunset views nearly every evening. 
We also loved that the bay itself is protected from the big water, meaning that even in inclement weather 
there is always an opportunity to get out on the water to go fishing. Clearly, the owners (Wolf and Eva) 
took pride in the upkeep of their cabins and so when we learned that the cabins were to be sold as 
condominiums, we knew immediately that we’d be buying! And certainly, we have no regrets at this point 
as it is truly a special place! 

- Matt DeVos 

We are pleased to provide this testimonial for Moore Bay condominium cabins. First, the community. 
When looking for a place to summer on Lake of the Woods, part of what we were looking for were good 
neighbours and future friends. The vendors, Wolf and Eva are the most generous, thoughtful and kind 
people I have ever met. Secondly, the location. While completely off grid, we have all the comforts of 
home, including high speed internet. The views are beyond spectacular, and the fishing is fantastic. 
Lastly, the value. Cabins on Lake of the Woods are very expensive. Given the short season, we wanted 
to be able to fish, swim and relax. Not cut grass and fix docks all weekend. The low condo fees provide 
for all the maintenance, and we can enjoy the lake! 

- Jeff and Becca Greene 

We recently purchased a cabin at Moore Bay. The process was very straightforward, and we felt so 
warmly welcomed and supported throughout by Eva and Wolf and the whole Moore Bay cabin 
community. It is a beautiful spot, and we look forward to many summers and sunsets to come. 

-  S. Sinclair 

 
 


